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Abstract 
Measuring system of scintillation muon hodoscope with WLS light collection for the study of the processes in the heliosphere 
and terrestrial atmosphere is described. Procedures of testing and adjusting of basic modules and muon hodoscope as a whole are 
presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Muon flux on the Earth surface is formed as a result of the interactions of primary cosmic rays (PCR) with nuclei 
of atmospheric atoms. Passing through the heliosphere PCR flux is modulated by processes related with solar 
activity and affects the PCR flux intensity and anisotropy. PCR modulations lead to the muon flux variations on the 
surface. 
Directions of muon tracks at the ground level are close to directions of parent PCR particles. It allows us to 
associate variations of the angular distribution of the muon flux with the PCR flux variations. Thus, we have a 
possibility to investigate different phenomena in the heliosphere with a facility at the ground level which is able to 
detect angular distribution of muon flux in the real time mode. On the other hand, the intensity of the muon flux at 
the Earth's surface is sensitive to different thermodynamic atmospheric processes (seasonal, local, turbulence events, 
rapid variations of air density, etc.). These processes also modulate the muon flux. Thus, changing of muon flux 
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intensity and time-angular distribution give us a possibility to have an overall picture of the atmosphere, 
magnetosphere and near heliosphere and to follow dynamics of their changing. The method of remote diagnostics of 
the Earth atmosphere and near-terrestrial space is named a muon diagnostics [1]. 
For solving problems of muon diagnostics, the coordinate-tracking detectors – muon hodoscopes were elaborated 
in MEPhI (Moscow). Muon hodoscope is capable to register small variations of the muon flux, passing through the 
detector from all directions of the upper hemisphere. These detectors must have a large sensitive area, sufficient to 
provide necessary muon statistics, and have a good spatial and angular resolution. 
Muon diagnostics method was developed with the first in the world muon hodoscopes created in MEPhI: TEMP 
(1995) [2] with sensitive area 9 m2, angular resolution about 2q, and URAGAN (2005) [3] with total sensitive area 
about 45 m2, angular resolution better than 1q. With the help of the hodoscopes, possibilities for muon diagnostics to 
early detection and investigation of the active processes in the atmosphere and near-terrestrial space were 
demonstrated [4 – 6]. 
During the exploitation of TEMP and URAGAN, specific requirements to the new generation of muon hodoscope 
were formulated: sensitive area more than tens of square meters; angular resolution better than 2q; muon registration 
efficiency better than 95%; modular design to provide easy installation and transportation; low sensitivity to 
variations of environmental parameters (pressure and temperature at the facility location). 
2. Scintillation muon hodoscope 
For a new scintillation muon hodoscope (ScMH), a long narrow strip of plastic scintillator with wavelength 
shifting (WLS) fiber optics was chosen [7]. This technique is widely used for construction of large area tracking 
detectors for neutrino registration in accelerator experiments [8, 9]. Scintillation detectors are reliable, durable, 
relativity cheap and low sensitive to variations of environmental parameters. The large attenuation length of light in 
WLS (> 5 m) gives the possibility to construct the coordinate detector systems of a large area. 
2.1. The supermodule 
Each supermodule (SM) consists of several (not less than two) X – Y coordinate planes (CP) mounted on a 
common frame. SM uses several CP to give a possibility to estimate the track parameters. Each CP provides 
measurements of X and Y coordinates of muon track passing point. Each CP consists of two coordinate layers with 
orthogonally oriented detection elements. The coordinate layer consists of two adjacent modules – basic non-
dismountable modules of the detector, consisting of 64 scintillation strips in a common housing. 
General view of the ScMH SM with four coordinate planes is presented in Fig. 1. Sensitive area of CP 
(3.4 u 3.4 m2) and the distance between them (1 m) ensures a wide zenith angle aperture of muon registration 0q –
 75q, that gives a possibility to perform the muon diagnostics of the atmosphere up to 15 – 20 km altitude within 
100 km around the detector. The SM angular accuracy for single muon events for such configuration is better 
than 1º. 
2.2. The basic module 
As a detection element of the basic module (BM), scintillation strips produced by extrusion technology with 
dimensions 10.6 × 26.3 × 3460 mm3 (polystyrene with 2% p-Terphenyl and 0.02% POPOP, by AMCRYS-H [10]) 
are used. To increase the light collection, the strip surface is coextruded with a thin (150 μm) layer of the mixture of 
polystyrene and titanium dioxide, this layer ensures a high coefficient of diffuse reflection. Along one of the wide 
strip sides, a special groove is milled. WLS fiber (Kuraray Y11-175 [11]) with 1 mm diameter and about 5 m light 
attenuation length (for 500 nm wavelength) is glued in the strip groove with a special optical glue. 
When a relativistic charged particle passes throw the strip, some of the photons form a scintillation flash 
penetrating into the fiber, are shifted to the “green” part of the spectrum, and reach the photodetector. 
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Fig. 1.The scheme of a wide-aperture scintillation muon hodoscope with 4 CP. 
The basic module is an independent detector system of the first level of the common hierarchical structure of the 
muon hodoscope. The scheme and a general view of BM are presented in Fig. 2. BM is an assembly of 64 
scintillation strips mounted in a common case by a double-sided film giving the necessary rigidity, and provides 
light insulation and protection of strips from damage. The ends of WLS fibers are coupled to a special optic 
connector. Each end of WLS fiber is positioned opposite the corresponding cell (size 2 u 2 mm) of 64-channel 
multi-anode photomultiplier tube (MAPMT) Hamamatsu H8804[12]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.The block-scheme (left) and a general view model (right) of BM. 
Both ends of WLS fiber, near PMT and far from PMT, are polished. Opposite to MAPMT ends of strips are 
covered with a mirror film. All these procedures allow to increase the light collection up to 30% in the area near the 
far end of strips. MAPMT is attached to the optical connector. All BMs are identical and interchangeable, that 
provides the ability for easy transportation and quick installation. 
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2.3. The DAQ system 
Data acquisition (DAQ) system of ScMH supermodule is developed in a modular way and consists of the 
following sub-systems: front-end electronic boards for MAPMT signal procession; a central DAQ controller for 
processing of data from all BMs and trigger formation; a PC for data collection, processing and final data storage. 
The block-scheme of the SM readout electronics is presented in Fig. 3. Each front-end electronic board provides 
MAPMT signals detection, LED calibration and high voltage power supply.The front-end electronics is based on 
ASIC multi-anode readout chip MAROC2 [13]. MAROC2 receives PMT signals from all 64 detecting channels of 
BM in parallel. Each detection channel of the ASIC has two lines: trigger and spectrometric ones. Simplified block-
scheme of MAROC2 detection channel is presented in Fig. 4. 
 
 
Fig. 3.The block-scheme of SM readout electronics. 
Preamplifier provides the gain in the range from 0 to 4 controlled by a 6-bit DAC. Thus, it is possible to 
compensate the differences between PMT channels gain factors. The trigger line consists of fast shaper and 
comparator with a variable threshold (in the range from 0 to 4095 units set by a 12-bit DAC). Taking into account 
the pedestal, the minimal threshold is about 50 fC, that corresponds to 1/3 p.e. at the MAPMT gain factor ~ 106. All 
64 triggering signals enter to the FPGA. Logical signals from all 64 channels are processed simultaneously. 
The spectrometric channel consists of a slow shaper (charge sensitivity amplifier with an adjustable integration 
time ~150 ns) and an analog multiplexor which leads signals from all 64 channels sequentially to external 12-bit 
ADC. FPGA of front-end electronic board provides the first level trigger for the DAQ system, manages of 
MAROC2 and provides the LED calibration.  
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Fig. 4.Simplified block-scheme of MAROC2 detection channel. 
The LED calibration system consists of a two-channel LED controller and two LED drivers, it provides 
adjustable power of short light pulses for PMT channels test procedures. 
The DAQ&Trig central module is based on Cyclone III FPGA Development Kit [14]. It ensures control operating 
mode of BMs front-end boards; provides master trigger for DAQ system; performs collection, intermediate storage 
and transmission of data to central PC via Ethernet (USB port may be also used). All data from the front-end 
electronic board (triggering and spectrometric) are transmitted to the DAQ&Trig central module by a twisted pair in 
LVDS standard. It provides the accuracy of the time reference about 5 ns and data rate speed up to 20 Mbit/s. 
The DAQ system of ScMH ensures 4 operating modes: 
1. Noise monitoring: counting rates of detection channels pulses, exceeding the comparator threshold during a 
certain time gate (from 10 ms to 500 ms). 
2. Muon(regular) exposition – selecting events with charged particles passing and triggering more than 5 of 8 
coordinate layers during a certain time gate. “Dead time”, which is the time necessary for reading data from 
the front-end boards, storage in DAQ&Trig central module and transmission to the central PC, is about ~ 10% 
of the total exposition time. 
3. LED calibration – lighting the PMTs by short (FWHM < 10 ns) flashes for implementation of PMT 
calibration and to monitor the operation stability of detection channels. 
4. Muon calibration – measuring charge spectra of signals-responses of detection channels from inner muon 
trigger or from external calibration system. 
3. Testing procedure of the basic module 
For the tests of BM before the assembling in the SM, the hodoscope URAGAN was used. Muon hodoscope 
URAGAN is a precise muon tracking detector created in 2005 in the Experimental complex NEVOD (MEPhI) [15]. 
The URAGAN supermodule includes eight planes interlaid with 5 cm foam plastic, each composed of 320 streamer 
tubes with external strips forming a two-dimensional readout system. Total area of one supermodule is about 
11.5 m2. The setup provides detection of particles in a wide range of zenith angles (from 0° to 80°) with angular 
accuracy about 0.7°. The data processing system allows to reconstruct muon tracks from any direction of the upper 
hemisphere in a real-time mode. 
The facility allows to study the following characteristics of the BM: efficiency of operation of all 64 channels; 
differential efficiency and uniformity of detection over the area of the BM; the channel-to-channel cross-talks. 
Tested BM was located over the upper coordinate plane of the URAGAN SM. The area of each strip was divided 
into fifty cells of 70 mm along the strip. Triggering system of the URAGAN selects particles with tracks crossing 
the sensitive area of the BM. As a result of the exposure of the BM in the muon flux, the following two-dimensional 
distributions were obtained: the matrix of the number of muon tracks selected by the URAGAN SM; the matrix of 
the number of triggered strips; the matrix of charges from 64 outputs of the MAPMT channels. 
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The distribution of detection efficiency for the cells of twenty strips is shown in Fig. 5. Colours represent the 
range of average detection efficiency for each cell of the strips. Average statistics per one cell is about 150 selected 
events. The strip efficiency at 1 m from the nearest to the MAPMT end of the strip is presented on the top of the 
Fig. 5. The dependence of the efficiency on the coordinate for a selected strip (ʋ 17) is presented on the right 
histogram. 
The analysis of figure 5 shows that the value of light collection of strips ensures the registration efficiency of 
muon tracks in cells about 91% (at a threshold of 1/3 ph.el.) with a standard deviation of 2.6%. However, a visual 
inspection of the events that gave a trigger for the BM in the URAGAN SM showed that about 6% of the total 
statistics are events that imitate muon tracks: curved tracks of low-energy electrons, multi-particle events. Taking 
into account the imitation of muon events, the total detection efficiency increases up to 97% [16]. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Muon detection efficiency for 20 strips. At the top, the dependence of the efficiency on the number of the strip for 1 m distance from 
MAPMT is shown. On the right: dependence of the efficiency on the coordinate for the strip #17. 
4. Data of scintillation muon hodoscope 
Experimental data of ScMH represent a sequence of one-minute two-dimensional angular matrices. Every matrix 
contains angular characteristics of all tracks detected during a minute exposure. 
The live time is about 54 s. The 1-min frame includes: matrices of angular distribution, monitoring data (counting 
rates of basic modules), number of reconstructed tracks and number of tracks passed through all coordinate planes of 
the hodoscope, statistics of triggered strips («hits»), live time of the frame, atmospheric pressure and temperature in 
the facility hall averaged during a minute, etc. The numbers of hits of several BMs strips are presented in Fig. 6. 
The counting rate of basic modules is used to find the basic modules with insufficient light insulation. Time 
series of counting rates of basic modules are presented in Fig. 7. Several BMs had an increased counting rate when 
the light in the facility hall was on. As shown in Fig. 7, after an additional light insulation these BMs worked in a 
regular mode. 
The information about all registered tracks is recorded in the matrices. Each cell of the matrix corresponds the 
certain interval of muon directions which passed through the detector. Three types of matrices are recorded in each 
frame: zenith and azimuthal angles (ș and ĳ); projection angles (șX and șY); tangents of projection angles (tgșX and 
tgșY). 
For physical analysis of the dynamics of changes of the angular distribution of muon flux, the matrix of tangents 
of projection angles is more convenient. The matrix of relative deviations from averaged matrix (over last 24 hours) 
is calculated. 
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Fig. 6.The statistics of triggered strips («hits») of the basic modules. 
For the analysis of anisotropy of the angular distribution related with different modulation processes, the 
anisotropy vector A was introduced. The vector Ⱥ is the normalized sum of the unit vectors of the reconstructed 
tracks. Besides of the vector A, the vector of relative anisotropy r, which is the difference between anisotropy vector 
Ⱥ of the current matrix and the vector ȺN of the averaged matrix, is used; the length of its horizontal projection rh is 
calculated. The matrix in tangents of projection angles (left) and the explanation of the anisotropy vector with its 
projections are presented in figure 8 (right). 
 
 
Fig. 7.Time series of counting rates of several basic modules before and after additional light insulation. 
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Fig. 8. The matrix intgTx,tgTy (left); scheme of vector A with its projections(right). 
5. Conclusion 
The results of the analysis of the muon hodoscope operation show that the constructive and technological 
solutions used during the detector development allowed to create the detecting system of scintillation muon 
hodoscope which ensures effective registration of single muons in a wide aperture of zenith angle. It meets the 
necessary requirements for the development and application of the muon diagnostics approach. 
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